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Abstract 

This paper deals with multilingual data-
base generation from parallel corpora. 
The idea is to contribute to the enrich-
ment of lexical databases for languages 
with few linguistic resources. Our ap-
proach is endogenous: it relies on the raw 
texts only, it does not require external 
linguistic resources such as stemmers or 
taggers. The system produces alignments 
for the 20 European languages of the 
‘Acquis Communautaire’ Corpus. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Automatic processing of bilingual and 
multilingual corpora 

Processing bilingual and multilingual corpora 
constitutes a major area of investigation in natu-
ral language processing. The linguistic and trans-
lational information that is available make them 
a valuable resource for translators, lexicogra-
phers as well as terminologists. They constitute 
the nucleus of example-based machine transla-
tion and translation memory systems.  

Another field of interest is the constitution of 
multilingual lexical databases such as the project 
planned by the European Commission's Joint 
Research Centre (JRC) or the more established 
Papillon project. Multilingual lexical databases 
are databases for structured lexical data which 
can be used either by humans (e.g. to define their 
own dictionaries) or by natural language process-
ing (NLP) applications. 

Parallel corpora are freely available for re-
search purposes and their increasing size de-
mands the exploration of automatic methods. 

The ‘Acquis Communautaire’ (AC) Corpus is 
such a corpus. Many research teams are involved 
in the JRC project for the enrichment of a multi-
lingual lexical database. The aim of the project is 
to reach an automatic extraction of lexical tuples 
from the AC Corpus. 

The AC document collection was constituted 
when ten new countries joined the European Un-
ion in 2004. They had to translate an existing 
collection of about ten thousand legal documents 
covering a large variety of subject areas. The 
‘Acquis Communautaire’ Corpus exists as a par-
allel text in 20 languages. The JRC has collected 
large parts of this document collection, has con-
verted it to XML, and provide sentence align-
ments for most language pairs (Steinberger et al., 
2006). 

1.2 Alignment approaches 
Alignment becomes an important issue for research 
on bilingual and multilingual corpora. Existing align-
ment methods define a continuum going from purely 
statistical methods to linguistic ones. A major point of 
divergence is the granularity of the proposed align-
ments (entire texts, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, 
words) which often depends on the application.  

In a coarse-grained alignment task, punctuation or 
formatting can be sufficient. At finer-grained levels, 
methods are more sophisticated and combine linguis-
tic clues with statistical ones. Statistical alignment 
methods at sentence level have been thoroughly 
investigated (Gale & Church, 1991a/ 1991b ; Brown 
et al., 1991 ; Kay & Röscheisen, 1993). Others use 
various linguistic information (Simard et al., 1992 ; 
Papageorgiou et al., 1994). Purely statistical 
alignment methods are proposed at word level (Gale 
& Church, 1991a ; Kitamura & Matsumoto, 1995). 
(Tiedemann, 1993 ; Boutsis & Piperidis, 1996 ; 
Piperidis et al., 1997) combine statistical and 
linguistic information for the same task. Some 
methods make alignment suggestions at an 
intermediate level between sentence and word 
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and word (Smadja, 1992 ; Smadja et al., 1996 ; 
Kupiec, 1993 ; Kumano & Hirakawa, 1994 ; Boutsis 
& Piperidis, 1998).  
 

A common problem is the delimitation and spot-
ting of the units to be matched. This is not a real prob-
lem for methods aiming at alignments at a high level 
of granularity (paragraphs, sentences) where unit de-
limiters are clear. It becomes more difficult for lower 
levels of granularity (Simard, 2003), where corre-
spondences between graphically delimited words are 
not always satisfactory. 

2 The multi-grained endogenous align-
ment approach 

The approach proposed here deals with the spot-
ting of multi-grained translation equivalents. We 
do not adopt very rigid constraints concerning 
the size of linguistic units involved, in order to 
account for the flexibility of language and trans-
lation divergences. Alignment links can then be 
established at various levels, from sentences to 
words and obeying no other constraints than the 
maximum size of candidate alignment sequences 
and their minimum frequency of occurrence. 

The approach is endogenous since the input is 
used as the only used linguistic resource. It is the 
multilingual parallel AC corpus itself. It does not 
contain any syntactical annotation, and the texts 
have not been lemmatised. In this approach, no 
classical linguistic resources are required. The 
input texts have been segmented and aligned at 
sentence level by the JRC. Inflectional divergen-
cies of isolated words are taken into account 
without external linguistic information (lexicon) 
and without linguistic parsers (stemmer or tag-
ger). The morphology is learnt automatically us-
ing an endogenous parsing module integrated in 
the alignment tool based on (Déjean, 1998). 

We adopt a minimalist approach, in the line of 
GREYC. In the JRC project, many languages do 
not have available linguistic resources for auto-
matic processing, neither inflectional or syntacti-
cal annotation, nor surface syntactic analysis or 
lexical resources (machine-readable dictionaries 
etc.). Therefore we can not use a large amount of 
a priori knowledge on these languages. 

3 Considerations on the Corpus 

3.1 Corpus definition 

Concretely, the texts constituting the AC cor-
pus (Steinberger et al., 2006) are legal docu-
ments translated in several languages and aligned 

at sentence level. Here is a description of the 
parallel corpus, in the 20 languages available: 

- Czech: 7106 documents  
- Danish: 8223 documents 
- German: 8249 documents 
- Greek: 8003 documents 
- English: 8240 documents 
- Spanish: 8207 documents 
- Estonian: 7844 documents 
- Finnish: 8189 documents 
- French: 8254 documents 
- Hungarian: 7535 documents 
- Italian: 8249 documents, 
- Lithuanian: 7520 documents 
- Latvian: 7867 documents 
- Maltese: 6136 documents 
- Dutch: 8247 documents 
- Polish: 7768 documents 
- Portuguese: 8210 documents 
- Slovakian: 6963 documents  
- Slovene:7821 documents 
- Swedish: 8233 documents 

The documents contained in the archives are 
XML files, UTF-8 encoding, containing informa-
tion on “sentence” segmentation. Each file is 
stamped with a unique identifier (the celex iden-
tifier). It refers to a unique document. Here is an 
excerpt of the document 31967R0741, in Czech. 
 
  <document celex="31967R0741" lang="cs" 

ver="1.0"> 
  <title> 

  <P sid="1">NAŘÍZENÍ RADY č. 
741/67/EHS ze dne 24. října 
1967 o příspěvcích ze zá-
ruční sekce Evropského 
orientačního a záručního 
fondu</P>  

  </title> 
  <text> 

  <P sid="2">NAŘÍZENÍ RADY č. 
741/67/EHS</P>  

  <P sid="3">ze dne 24. října 
1967</P>  

  <P sid="4">o příspěvcích ze zá-
ruční sekce Evropského 
orientačního a záručního 
fondu</P>  

  <P sid="5">RADA EVROPS-
KÝCH SPOLEČENST-
VÍ,</P>  

  <P sid="6">s ohledem na Smlou-
vu o založení Evropského 
hospodářského společenst-
ví, a zejména na článek 43 
této smlouvy,</P>  

  <P sid="7">s ohledem na návrh 
Komise,</P>  

  <P sid="8">s ohledem na stano-
visko Shromáždění1,</P>  
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  <P sid="9">vzhledem k tomu, že 
zavedením režimu jednot-
ných a povinných náhrad při 
vývozu do třetích zemí od 
zavedení jednotné organiza-
ce trhu pro zemědělské pro-
dukty, jež ve značné míře 
existuje od 1. července 
1967, vyšlo kritérium nejnižší 
průměrné náhrady stanove-
né pro financování náhrad 
podle čl. 3 odst. 1 písm. a) 
nařízení č. 25 o financování 
společné zemědělské poli-
tiky2 z používání;</P>  

[…] 
 
Sentence alignments files are also provided with 
the corpus for 111 language pairs. The XML 
files encoded in UTF-8 are about 2M packed and 
10M unpacked. Here is an excerpt of the align-
ment file of the document 31967R0741, for the 
language pair Czech-Danish. 
 
  <document celexid="31967R0741"> 

  <title1>NAŘÍZENÍ RADY č. 
741/67/EHS ze dne 24. října 1967 
o příspěvcích ze záruční sekce Ev-
ropského orientačního a záručního 
fondu</title1>  

  <title2>Raadets forordning nr. 
741/67/EOEF af 24. oktober 1967 
om stoette fra Den europaeiske 
Udviklings- og Garantifond for 
Landbruget, garantisek-
tionen</title2>  

  <link type="1-2" xtargets="2;2 3" />  
  <link type="1-1" xtargets="3;4" />  
  <link type="1-1" xtargets="4;5" />  
  <link type="1-1" xtargets="5;6" />  
   […] 
  <link type="1-1" xtargets="49;53" />  
  <link type="2-1" xtargets="50 51;54" />  
  <link type="1-1" xtargets="52;55" />  

  </document> 
 
In this file, the xtargets “ids” refer to the <P 
sid=“…”> of the Czech and Danish translations 
of the document 31967R0741. 

The current version of our alignment system 
deals with one language pair at a time, whatever 
the languages are. The algorithm takes as input a 
corpus of bitexts aligned at sentence level. Usu-
ally, the alignment at this level outputs aligned 
windows containing from 0 to 2 segments. One-
to-one mapping corresponds to a standard output 
(see link types “1-1” above). An empty window 
corresponds to a case of addition in the source 
language or to a case of omission in the target 
language. One-to-two mapping corresponds to 
split sentences (see link types “1-2” and “2-1” 
above). 

Formally, each bitext is a quadruple < T1, T2, 
Fs, C> where T1 and T2 are the two texts, Fs is 
the function that reduces T1 to an element set 
Fs(T1) and also reduces T2 to an element set 
Fs(T2), and C is a subset of the Cartesian product 
of Fs(T1) x Fs(T2) (Harris, 1988). 

Different standards define the encoding of 
parallel text alignments. Our system natively 
handles TMX and XCES format, with UTF-8 or 
UTF-16 encoding.  

4 The Resolution Method 

The resolution method is composed of two 
stages, based on two underlying hypotheses. The 
first stage handles the document grain. The sec-
ond stage handles the corpus grain. 

4.1 Hypotheses 

hypothesis 1 : let’s consider a bitext composed 
of the texts T1 and T2. If a sequence S1 is re-
peated several times in T1 and in well-defined 
sentences 1 , there are many chances that a re-
peated sequence S2 corresponding to the transla-
tion of S1 occurs in the corresponding aligned 
sentences in T2. 
hypothesis 2 : let’s consider a corpus of bitexts, 
composed of two languages L1 and L2. There is 
no guarantee for a sequence S1 which is repeated 
in many texts of language L1 to have a unique 
translation in the corresponding texts of language 
L2. 

4.2 Stage 1 : Bitext analysis 

The first stage handles the document scale. Thus 
it is applied on each document, individually. 
There is no interaction at the corpus level. 
Determining the multi-grained sequences to 
be aligned 
First, we consider the two languages of the 
document independently, the source language L1 
and the target language L2. For each language, 
we compute the repeated sequences as well as 
their frequency.  

The algorithm based on suffix arrays does not 
retain the sub-sequences of a repeated sequence 
if they are as frequent as the sequence itself. For 
instance, if “subjects” appears with the same fre-
quency than “healthy subjects” we retain only 
the second sequence. On the contrary, if “dis-
ease” occurs more frequently than “thyroid dis-
ease” we retain both.  

                                                 
1 Here, « sentences » can be generalized as « textual 
segments » 
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When computing the frequency of a repeated 
sequence, the offset of each occurrence is memo-
rized. So the output of this processing stage is a 
list of sequences with their frequency and the 
offset list in the document. 
 
“thyroid cancer”: list of segments where the sequence 

appears 
45, 46, 46, 48, 51, 51, … 

 
Handling inflections 
Inflectional divergencies of isolated words are 
taken into account without external linguistic 
information (lexicon) and without linguistic 
parsers (stemmer or tagger). The morphology is 
learnt automatically using an endogenous ap-
proach derived from (Déjean, 1998).  The algo-
rithm is reversible: it allows to compute prefixes 
the same way, with reversed word list as input.  

The basic idea is to approximate the border 
between the nucleus and the suffixes. The border 
matches the position where the number of dis-
tinct letters preceding a suffix of length n is 
greater than the number of distinct letters preced-
ing a suffix of length n-1. 

For instance, in the first English document of 
our corpus, “g” is preceded by 4 distinct letters, 
“ng” by 2 and “ing” by 10: “ing” is probably a 
suffix. In the first Greek document, “ά” is pre-
ceded by 5 letters, “κά” by 1 and “ικά” by 10. 
“ικά” is probably a suffix. 

The algorithm can generate some wrong mor-
phemes, from a strictly linguistic point of view. 
But at this stage, no filtering is done in order to 
check their validity. We let the alignment algo-
rithm do the job with the help of contextual in-
formation. 
Vectorial representation of the sequences 
An orthonormal space is then considered in order 
to explore the existence of possible translation 
relations between the sequences, and in order to 
define translation couples. The existence of 
translation relations between sequences is ap-
proximated by the cosine of vectors associated to 
them, in this space. 

The links in the alignment file allow the con-
struction of this orthonormal space. This space 
has no dimensions, where no is the number of 
non-empty links. Alignment links with empty 
sets (type="0-?" or type="?-0") corresponds to cases 
of omission or addition in one language.  

Every repeated sequence is seen as a vector in 
this space. For the construction of this vector, we 
first pick up the segment offset in the document 
for each repeated sequence.  

 
“thyroid cancer”: list of segments where the sequence 

appears 
45, 46, 46, 48, 51, 51 

 
Then we convert this list in a nL-dimension vec-
tor vL, where nL is the number of textual seg-
ments of the document of language L. Each di-
mension contains the number of occurrences pre-
sent in the segment.  

“thyroid cancer” : associated with a vector of nL di-
mensions. 

1 2 … 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 … nL
0 0  1 2 0 1 0 0 2  0 

 
 
With the help of the alignment file, we can now 
make the projection of the vector vL in the no-
dimension vector vo. For instance, if the link <link 
type="2-1" xtargets="45 46;45" /> is located at rank 
r=40 in the alignment file and if English is the 
first language (L=en), then vo[40] = ven[45] + 
ven[46]. 
Sequence alignment  
For each sequence of L1 to be aligned, we look 
for the existence of a translation relation between 
it and every L2 sequence to be aligned. The exis-
tence of a translation relation between two se-
quences is approximated by the cosine of the 
vectors associated to them. 

The cosine is a mathematical tool used in in 
Natural Language Processing for various pur-
poses, e.g. (Roy & Beust, 2004) uses the cosine 
for thematic categorisation of texts. The cosine is 
obtained by dividing the scalar product of two 
vectors with the product of their norms.  

∑∑
∑
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⋅
=
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ii
ii
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We note that the cosine is never negative as vec-
tors coordinates are always positive. The se-
quences proposed for the alignment are those 
that obtain the largest cosine. We do not propose 
an alignment if the best cosine is inferior to a 
certain threshold.  

4.3 Stage 2 : Corpus management 

The second stage handles the corpus grain and 
merges the information found at document grain, 
in the first stage. 
Handling the Corpus Dimension 
The bitext corpus is not a bag of aligned sen-
tences and is not considered as if it were. It is a 
bag of bitexts, each bitext containing a bag of 
aligned sentences. 
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Considering the bitext level (or document 
grain) is useful for several reasons. First, for op-
erational sake. The greedy algorithm for repeated 
sequence extraction has a cubic complexity. It is 
better to apply it on the document unit rather 
than on the corpus unit. But this is not the main 
reason. 

Second, the alignment algorithm between se-
quences relies on the principle of translation co-
herence: a repeated sequence in L1 has many 
chances to be translated by the same sequence in 
L2 in the same text. This hypothesis holds inside 
the document but not in the corpus: a polysemic 
term can be translated in different ways accord-
ing to the document genre or domain. 

Third, the confidence in the generated align-
ments is improved if the results obtained by the 
execution of the process on several documents 
share compatible alignments. 
Alignment Filtering and Ranking  
The filtering process accepts terms which have 
been produced (1) by the execution on at least 
two documents, (2) by the execution on solely 
one document if the aligned terms correspond to 
the same character string or if the frequency of 
the terms is greater than an empirical threshold 
function. This threshold is  proportional to the 
inverse term length since there are fewer com-
plex repeated terms than simple terms. 

The ranking process sorts candidates using the 
product of the term frequency by the number of 
output agreements. 

5 Results 

The results concern an alignment task between 
English and the 19 other languages of the AC-
Corpus. For each language pair, we considered 
500 bitexts of the AC Corpus. We join in an-
nexes A, B, and C some sample of this results. 
Annex A deals with English-French parallel 
texts, Annex B deals with English-Spanish paral-
lel texts and finally Annex C deals with English-
German ones. We discuss in the following lines 
of the English-French alignment. 

Among the correct alignments, we find do-
main dependant lexical terms: 

- legal terms of the EEC (EEC initial verifi-
cation /vérification primitive CEE,  Regula-
tion (EEC) No/règlement (CEE) nº),  

- specialty terms (rear-view mirrors / rétro-
viseurs, poultry/volaille). 

We also find invariant terms (km/h/km/h, kg/kg, 
mortem/mortem). 

We encounter alignments at different grain: 
territory/territoire  Member States/États membres, 
Whereas/Considérant que,   fresh poultrymeat/viandes 
fraîches de volaille,  Having regard to the Opinion of 
the/vu l’avis. 

The wrong alignments mainly come from can-
didates that have not been confirmed by running 
on several documents (column ndoc=1): on/la 
commercialisation des. 

A permanent dedicated web site will be open 
in March 2006 to detail all the results for each 
language pair. The URL is 
http://users.info.unicaen.fr/~giguet/alignment. 

5.1 Discussion 

First, the results are similar to those obtained on 
the Greek/English scientific corpus. 

Second, it is sometimes difficult to choose be-
tween distinct proposals for a same term when 
the grain vary:  Member/membre~  Member 
State~/membre~   Member States/États membres  
State/membre State~/membre~. There is a prob-
lem both in the definition of terms and in the 
ability of an automatic process to choose be-
tween the components of the terms. 

Third, thematic terms of the corpus are not al-
ways aligned, since they are not repeated. Core-
fence is used instead, thanks to nominal anaph-
ora, acronyms, and also lexical reductions. Accu-
racy depends on the document domain. In the 
medical domain, acronyms are aligned but not 
their expansion. However, we consider that this 
problem has to be solved by an anaphora resolu-
tion system, not by this alignment algorithm. 

6 Conclusion 

We showed that it is possible to contribute to the 
processing of languages for which few linguistic 
resources are available. We propose a solution to 
the spotting of multi-grained translation from 
parallel corpora. The results are surprisingly 
good and encourage us to improve the method, in 
order to reach a semi-automatic construction of a 
multilingual lexical database. 

The endogenous approach allows to handle in-
flectional variations. We also show the impor-
tance of using the proper knowledge at the 
proper level (sentence grain, document grain and 
corpus grain). An improvement would be to cal-
culate inflectional variations at corpus grain 
rather than at document grain. Therefore, it is 
possible to plug any external and exogenous 
component in our architecture to improve the 
overall quality. 
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The size of this “massive compilation” (we 
work with a 20 languages corpora) implies the 
design of specific strategies in order to handle it 
properly and quite efficiently. Special efforts 
have been done in order to manage the AC Cor-
pus from our document management platform, 
WIMS. 

The next improvement is to precisely evaluate 
the system. Another perspective is to integrate an 
endogenous coreference solver (Giguet & Lucas, 
2004). 
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ANNEX A: Some alignments on 20 Eng-
lish-French documents 

source ndoc freq target 
and 12 [336] et| 
Member 10 [206] membre~| 
Member State~ 10 [201] membre~| 

Member States 13 [143] États membres| 

the 4 [392] d~| 
of 5 [313] de~| 
EEC 9 [118] CEE| 
3 8 [41] 3| 
Annex 7 [42] l'annexe| 
State 4 [71] membre| 
Whereas 10 [28] considérant que| 
Member State 4 [63] membre| 
EEC pattern ap-
proval 4 [35] CEE de modèle| 

verification 4 [34] vérification| 
Council Directive 9 [15] Conseil| 
EEC initial verifi-
cation 5 [27] vérification primi-

tive CEE| 
Having regard to 
the Opinion of the 8 [16] vu l'avis| 

THE 8 [16] DES| 
certain 3 [11] certain~| 
marks 3 [11] marques| 
mark 4 [8] la marque| 

directive 2 [16] directive particu-
lière| 

trade 2 [16] échanges| 
pattern approval 1 [31] de modèle| 
pattern approval~ 1 [31] de modèle| 
4~ 5 [6] 4| 
12 3 [10] 12| 
approximat~ 3 [10] rapprochement| 
certificate 3 [10] certificat| 
device~ 3 [10] dispositif~| 
other 3 [10] autres que| 
for liquid~ 2 [15] de liquides| 
July 3 [9] juillet| 
competent 2 [13] compétent~| 
this Directive 2 [13] la présente directive|
relat~ 3 [8] relativ~| 
26 July 1971 4 [6] du 26 juillet 1971| 
procedure 2 [12] procédure| 

on 1 [23] la commercialisation 
des| 

fresh poultrymeat 1 [23] viandes fraîches de 

volaille| 
into force 3 [7] en vigueur| 
symbol~ 3 [7] marque~| 
the word~ 1 [21] mot~| 
p~ 1 [21] masse| 
subject to 3 [7] font l'objet| 

initial verification 1 [20] vérification primi-
tive CEE| 

Directive~ 1 [20] directiv~| 
two 4 [5] deux| 
material 1 [19] de multiplication| 
mass~ 1 [19] à l'hectolitre| 
type-approv~ 1 [19] CEE| 
than 2 [9] autres que| 
weight 1 [18] poids| 
amendments to 2 [9] les modifications| 

ANNEX B: Some alignments on 250 Eng-
lish-Spanish documents 

source ndoc freq target 
and 174 [4462] y| 
article 162 [3008] artículo| 
. 134 [5482] .| 
3 118 [982] 3| 
whereas 114 [714] considerando que| 
regulation 97 [1623] reglamento| 
the commission 94 [919] la comisión| 
or 92 [2018] o| 
having regard to the 
opinion of the 90 [180] visto el dictamen 

del| 
directive 88 [1087] directiva| 

this directive 86 [576] la presente directi-
va| 

annex 63 [380] anexo| 
member states 59 [1002] estados miembros| 
5 56 [296] 5| 
article 1 56 [166] artículo 1| 
the treaty 54 [354] tratado| 

this regulation 54 [191] el presente regla-
mento| 

of the european 
communities 54 [189] de las comuni-

dades europeas| 
member state 40 [1006] estado miembro| 
( a ) 38 [334] a )| 

this 37 [256] la presente direc-
tiva| 

having regard to 37 [98] visto el| 
votes 19 [40] votos| 
" 18 [309] "| 
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months 18 [95] meses| 
ii 18 [92] ii| 
b 17 [299] b| 
conditions 17 [169] condiciones| 
market 17 [126] mercado| 
( d ) 17 [74] d )| 
1970 17 [63] de 1970| 
, and in particular 17 [37] y , en particular ,| 
agreement 16 [149] acuerdo| 
( e ) 16 [64] e )| 
council directive 16 [57] del consejo| 
article 7 16 [46] artículo 7| 
in order 16 [32] de ello| 
no 15 [141] n º| 
eec 15 [140] cee| 
vehicle 15 [115] vehículo| 

a member state 15 [87] un estado miem-
bro| 

14 15 [75] 14| 
a 14 [104] un| 
each 14 [91] cada| 
two 14 [83] dos| 
methods 14 [80] métodos| 
if 14 [72] si| 
june 14 [71] de junio de| 
: ( a ) 14 [66] a )| 

ANNEX C: Some alignments on 250 Eng-
lish-German documents 

source ndoc freq target 
artikel 106 [1536] article| 
2 98 [1184] 2| 
und 93 [2265] and| 
kommission 91 [848] the commission|
europäischen 89 [331] the european| 
oder 76 [1722] or| 

nach stellungnahme des 73 [146] 
having regard to 
the opinion of 
the| 

der europäischen 65 [303] the european| 
verordnung 59 [871] regulation| 
mitgliedstaaten 58 [888] member states| 
richtlinie 57 [682] directive| 
artikel 1 51 [170] article 1| 
der europäischen ge-
meinschaften 44 [147] of the european 

communities| 
der 41 [1679] the| 
6 41 [197] 6| 

verordnung ( ewg ) nr . 40 [231] regulation ( eec 
) no| 

artikel 2 38 [122] article 2| 

gestützt auf 35 [78] having regard 
to| 

insbesondere 29 [136] in particular| 
artikel 4 29 [99] article 4| 
artikel 3 27 [80] article 3| 
: 26 [251] :| 
auf vorschlag der kom-
mission 26 [104] proposal from 

the commission|
rat 25 [205] the council| 

der europäischen wirt-
schaftsgemeinschaft 25 [81] 

the european 
economic com-
munity| 

maßnahmen 20 [160] measures| 
7 20 [85] 7| 
technischen 19 [64] technical| 
artikel 5 19 [61] article 5| 
hat 19 [51] has| 
. 17 [826] .| 
( 3 ) 17 [122] 3 .| 
8 16 [78] 8| 
d ) 16 [74] ( d )| 
des vertrages 15 [122] of the treaty| 
ii 15 [92] ii| 
stellungnahme 15 [70] opinion| 
, s . 15 [62] , p .| 
. " 14 [124] . "| 
. juni 14 [81] june| 
anhang 14 [76] annex| 
nur 14 [75] only| 
nicht 14 [65] not| 
11 14 [46] 11| 
, daß 14 [40] that| 
artikel 7 14 [39] article 7| 
zwischen 13 [69] between| 
geändert 11 [44] amended| 

auf 11 [36] having regard to 
the| 

, insbesondere 11 [28] in particular| 
, insbesondere auf 11 [23] thereof ;| 
gemeinsamen 11 [22] a single| 
behörden 10 [91] authorities| 
verordnung nr . 10 [53] regulation no| 
1970 10 [49] 1970| 
der gemeinschaft 10 [47] the community| 
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